Tournament Rules Pack
Additional Rules for The 9th Age: Fantasy Battles Tournaments
2nd Edition, version x.1, hotfix 1 - April 26, 2020
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Introduction
Welcome to The 9th Age (short T9A) Tournament Rules Pack. Here you will find rules for attending a T9A
tournament as a player. Since we hold tournament organisers (also known as TOs) to the highest standards
when running an official T9A Tournament, we expect the attending players to adhere to a similar standard.

How to use the Rules Pack
Below is our suggested list of rules and guidelines. All T9A Championships must make use of the T9A
Tournament Rules Pack. Rules and guidelines have been included for single and team tournaments.

Rules

Guidelines

Sometimes a smaller, second version of these icons has been added to mark an exception to rules and guidelines
in topics that have been marked as either a rule

or a guideline
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Accessories
Different people have different ideas about what is needed to play a game of The 9th Age: Fantasy Battles. But in
order to have the games run smoothly, you should come prepared with some essential basics.

What you need to bring
Below is a list of things that you need to bring:
1. The 9th Age: Fantasy Battles Rulebook, your Army Book, as well as the appropriate Paths of Magic
2. Dice, tokens, Flux Cards, and a tape measure/ruler
3. At least one printed copy of your Army List per tournament game, unless the TO provides printed
rosters for the event
4. Your painted and assembled army, including movement trays
5. A printed or digital copy of the T9A Tournament Rules Pack (This document)
1. Rulebook, Army Book, and Paths of Magic
Make sure that you bring a printed version or a version stored on an electronic device (e.g. phone or tablet) with
enough battery power and/or a charger to last the day with copies of the documents you need. At the very least it
should include the Rulebook, the Army Book you are using, and the Arcane Compendium.
2.a Dice
2.b Tape measure/ruler
2.c Tokens
Make sure you bring the tokens needed for the following purposes:
● Markers for Secondary Objectives (Secure Target, Hold the Ground, Spoils of War, etc.). You will need at
least 3 markers, which should be on bases no larger than 50×50 mm. It should be possible to place
models on top of them. Note that all measurements are made towards the centre of the markers.
● Marking lost Health Points.
● Marking which units are under the effect(s) of your spells.
● Counting Veil Tokens.
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3. Your Army List
Army Lists, sometimes also referred to as army rosters, must follow this format:
Example Army List
Name - VC Lamia Bloodline
1275 – Vampire Count, Court of the Damned (Blood Ties Lamia), General, Master, Witchcraft, The Dead Arise,
Lamia, Commandment, Reaper’s Harvest, Cursed Medallion, Potion of Swiftness
255 – Barrow King, BSB, GW (Cleansing Light)
490 – Necromancer, Master, Evocation, LA, Binding Scroll, Binding Scroll
165 – 2x 1 Banshee
135 – 2x 20 Zombies, M
619 – 52 Skeletons, Spears, S, M C, Flaming Standard
123 – 2x 8 Dire Wolves, C
160 – 3 Ghasts
560 – 7 Vampire Spawn
335 – Varkolak
4495
Structure of Army List
1. Name of player
2. Army: Army abbreviation (e.g. BH, DE, DH, SE, VC) and theme if relevant (e.g. Barrow Legion, Wildheart)
3. Characters
[Point Cost] – [Number of duplicates of the Character x, if more than one] [Character name], [mount
name] [(mount options)], [General/BSB], [Apprentice/Adept/Master], [Path of Magic], [mundane
upgrades and equipment], [weapon] [(Weapon Enchantment)], [other Special Items]
4. Units
[Point Cost] – [Number of duplicates of the unit (if more than one)] [Number of models in the unit] [Unit
name], [Mundane upgrade and equipment], [Command Group Options (upgrades and equipment)],
[Special upgrades and equipment]
5. Total: Total point cost of the army
Details:
Name of player
The name of the player fielding the army. First names and nicknames are acceptable.
Army abbreviation
Which Army Book the army comes from. Please use the common army abbreviations (BH, DE, DH, DL, etc.).
If the army has an option that affects the entire army's function, changes the Army Categories, or forces an
upgrade on most/all entries, this should be stated here, for example UD’s (Terracotta Army).
Number of duplicates of the Character/unit x
Indicates how many instances of an IDENTICAL unit or Character are on the Army List, followed by an “x”. Use of
this is mandatory if there are 2 or more identical entries.
Number of models in the unit
Number of models in a unit. If the number is 1, do not write this down unless there are duplicates of the same
unit.
Character and unit name
Specifies the name of the Character or unit as shown in the Army Book.
Mount name
Specifies if the Character has a mount. If the mount itself has an upgrade, this is stated here in brackets "Mount
(upgrade)“ (e.g. "Doomlord, Wasteland Behemoth (Additional Limbs)". If this is an upgrade that changes the
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mount's name, instead just use the new mount name (e.g. "Colossal Zombie Dragon" instead of "Zombie
Dragon").
General and/or Battle Standard Bearer
Note which Character is acting as the army's General or Battle Standard Bearer (BSB). If the Character is not a
General or BSB, this is left empty. If the General comes with a mandatory upgrade (e.g. The Dead Arise, Greater
Dominion), this must be noted along with its purchased optional upgrades.
Wizard level
If the Character is a Wizard, this is where you denote whether it is an Apprentice, Adept, or Master, without the
common prefix “Wizard“. A model's Wizard level should only be given when the Wizard level is optional.
Path of Magic
Specifies the Path of Magic that a Wizard uses (e.g. Alchemy, Occultism, Divination). Do not use prefixes such as
“Path of ...“. If the Character has access to more than one Path (Essence of a Free Mind), then both Paths are given.
Paths of Magic should only be mentioned if the Wizard has access to more than one Path.
Mundane options
Includes all upgrades, options, or equipment that does not contribute to the Special Item allowance of a
Character or unit. These include mundane armour (e.g. Heavy Armour and Shields), Ogre Khans Big Names, Orc
War Cry, Vampire Bloodlines, Kingdom of Equitaine Virtues and Vows, Sylvan Elf Kindreds, Favours of the Dark
Goods, etc. Note that:
● Equipment or Model Rules that the unit comes with as default should not be included.
● Free and/or mandatory options must be listed.
● Weapons, Command Group and Special Items options are not listed here.
Weapons and Weapon Enchantments
List all weapons and Weapon Enchantments that the Character or unit has purchased. If a weapon has no
Weapon Enchantment, it is only indicated with its weapon name, for example "Halberd". Hand Weapons and
default weapons of the unit/Character are not mentioned on the Army List unless they are enchanted. If the
model has more than one weapon that could be enchanted (i.e. something more than just a Hand Weapon), and
the Weapon Enchantment could be taken on more than one of the weapons (including the Hand Weapon), it
must be noted which weapon has the enchantment. This is done as: "Weapon name (Weapon Enchantment)", for
example "Paired Weapons (Hero’s Heart)". Note that DH Weapon Runes follow the same rules.
Other Special Items
Includes all upgrades and options in addition to Weapon Enchantments that cost points out of a Character's or
unit's Special Item allowance, such as Armour Enchantments, Artefacts, or Banner Enchantments. DL
Manifestations and DH runes follow the same rules.
Command Group Options
Musician, Standard Bearer, and Champion, including special versions of these (e.g. WDG Favoured Champions).
Use short forms for the basic ones: "M", "S", and "C". If Command Group Options have special upgrades, these are
listed in brackets after the corresponding model (e.g. "C (Repeater Handgun"). Banner Enchantments are an
exception, they are listed under Special Items.
Abbreviations
The following abbreviations must be used. No other abbreviations are allowed.
M = Musician
S = Standard Bearer
C = Champion
BSB = Battle Standard Bearer
LA = Light Armour
HA = Heavy Armour

PA = Plate Armour
HW = Hand Weapon
PW = Paired Weapons
GW = Great Weapon
TW = Throwing Weapons
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4. Your painted and assembled army, including movement trays
Make sure you bring your painted and fully assembled army. A painted army usually means that at least 3
colours have been applied to the models in a manner that makes sense (see pictures for an example what is
considered to be a painted model.):

TOs will predefine a minimum standard of painting for their events by picking a level from the picture above (the
recommended minimum standard is level 4.) Unassembled models are not allowed and cannot be fielded. For all
units consisting of more than 2 models movement trays are required. This is especially important for skirmishing
units.
5. A printed or digital copy of this T9A Tournament Rules Pack
Make sure you have a printed copy of this T9A Tournament Rules Pack with you, so that you and your opponent
can resolve issues quickly.

Army Composition
The recommended format for T9A Championships is the common Army Size of 4,500 points, which we encourage
all TOs to use. All participants’ armies must be composed in accordance with the rules in the The 9th Age: Fantasy
Battles Rulebook and specific Army Book.

WYFIWYG
What You Field Is What You Get
T9A encourages the use of models provided by all miniature manufacturers, as well as handmade and
scratch-built models, as long as a serious effort has been made. In case of doubt arising in any aspect of
WYFIWYG (for example you have a fully themed army with extensive conversions), ask the tournament
organiser or post a picture of the unit/army on the forum.
To accommodate the players and tournament organisers, we have composed some guidelines regarding
WYFIWYG:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Models (including Summoned models) must be mounted on the appropriate base sizes, as stated in the
corresponding Army Book.
Models (including Summoned models) should represent the appropriate army, or at least not be easily
mistaken for another army.
Models (including Summoned models) should represent the appropriate Height and Type, or at least not
be easily mistaken for another Height or Type.
Models (including Summoned models) should represent the appropriate weapon option (in case of
multiple weapon options) according to the Army List (e.g. at any time during the game at least 51% of
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5.

6.

the models in the unit should represent the appropriate weapon (and shield) option according to the
Army List; these models should be placed as far to the front of the unit as possible).
Models should not be mistaken for other models (e.g. if you are using a Chariot with one mount to
represent a “heavy” Chariot (e.g. Chosen Chariot/Razortusk Chariot), you cannot use the same model to
represent a “light” Chariot (e.g. Warrior Chariot/Raiding Chariot).
Command Group models should be represented by the appropriate models (see the picture below for an
example of a unit of Barbarians, with full Command Group and at least 51% of the models equipped with
the correct weapons (Flails)).

7. Unit fillers* are allowed, adhering to 4 general guidelines:
●

●

●
●

Unit fillers should not cause confusion. To prevent this they should not be included in the first
rank (e.g. it must be clear how many models and what Troop Type is represented by the unit
filler).
Unit fillers should not interfere with normal gameplay (e.g. it must be possible to remove
casualties from the unit with the unit representing the appropriate unit size, without the unit
filler prohibiting this).
Unit fillers should not be more than approx. 33% of the unit’s size.
Unit fillers do not count towards the 51% minimum as stated in point 4.

*A unit filler is a base with one or several models, pieces of terrain, or similar. This base represents RnF models
in the unit in which it is enclosed.
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General Rules
You and your opponent can always decide to resolve situations differently from the guidelines outlined in this
T9A Tournament Rules Pack. But, if an argument arises on the Battlefield, call a judge to resolve the issue before
touching any models or moving anything. Step away from the table and wait for the judge to help resolving the
issue.
If the situation occurs that the judge forces you to do something, you are ignoring what you were asked to do or
your behaviour is off limits. Some penalty points may be attributed to address your behaviour. We would like to
give you some tips that will help you during the game. Most of them are in keeping with general social
behaviours, but please take them into account as they will help you avoid problems.

Gaming Etiquette
Please remember you are playing the game with your opponent and many others at the venue, so be polite to
your opponent and to the other players. The whole purpose of a tournament is that everyone attending plays fun
and enjoyable games.
Commenting on tables other players are playing on is forbidden unless agreed upon by both players. So if you
need help with a rules question, Line of Sight, or determining distances, you may ask a player on another table,
just make sure you and your opponent agree before doing so.
Communication
Clear communication is the way to prevent disputes between you and your opponent:
● Every action needs a visual or vocal confirmation from the opponent.
● You should make sure your opponent understands the action you are performing.
Communication is key!
Agreements
It is customary to make vocal agreements with an opponent to avoid misunderstandings and conflicts. This could
be statements such as "I now place this model 18.1" away from that model, OK?", to which the opponent may
respond by checking the distance and agreeing that it is indeed 18.1". Typically these sort of agreements involve
measuring distances, checking Line of Sight, checking what Arc a unit is in, etc. These are intended to speed up
the game by allowing players to spend less time arguing about the exact placement of models. Sometimes
agreement may even be unavoidable when models are impossible to place exactly where you want them, e.g. due
to Terrain or unbalanced models.
If such agreements are made, they are binding. Players are not allowed to agree on something, and then in their
Player Turn not honour this agreement. In the above example, the opponent may not, in their turn, declare the
distance to actually be 17.9". However, this is only under the condition that models were not moved after the
agreement was made. If the opponent moves their unit, the opponent is under no obligation to remind them that
the agreed upon 18.1" may no longer be true.
If you think your opponent is abusing agreements to gain unfair advantages, e.g. by trying to make you agree a
distance is 18.1" when in reality it is closer to 17.5", or by placing their models very sloppily, you are under no
obligation to make these types of agreements. However, in order to avoid misunderstandings, you must make
it clear to your opponent that you are not agreeing with their statement. Otherwise the opponent may think an
agreement was made by them vocally declaring their intentions (e.g. "I place my models 18.1" away from your
unit now"). Clear communication is the responsibility of both players.
● Don't assume your opponent agrees to something unless there is clear vocal confirmation.
● Don't assume silence is understood as not making an agreement. Make clear vocal statements. If you
intend to make no agreements at all during the game, it may be wise to make this clear to the opponent
as soon as possible, either before the game starts or shortly after.
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Please note that if conflict arises on the nature of an agreement and referees are called to the table, it is very hard
for referees to prove or disprove if there was any agreement or not. In most cases, referees will rule based on the
actual placement of the models. You should therefore be very sure your opponent has agreed on something
before assuming this is the case, and even when agreements are made it is wise to still place the models exactly
where you want them to be, i.e. don't use agreements as an excuse to play imprecisely or with abandon.
However, note that agreements are binding, and if it can be proven there actually was an agreement made, and a
player is trying to obfuscate, this is considered cheating and will be met with severe penalties from referees.
Time
Please be on time and make sure to have your army unpacked as soon as possible. Being late or taking game time
to unpack and set up your army is considered bad behaviour.
Stalling and Slow Play
There should be enough time allotted to each round for players to complete their games. But sometimes the
games take too long, there might be a lot of arguments, or some other unforeseen event that takes up the time,
and that is fine. But not finishing your games should be rare. If you bring a list with an abundance of single model
units or just a lot of models in general you need to adapt to the list that you have brought. It’s not an excuse to
not finish your games.
Stalling is a series of actions aimed towards not playing the full game in the given time. Whenever a player thinks
their opponent is prolonging the game the player should report this. Note that the player is reporting a potential
problem, not a fact. If the player suspects the opponent is stalling, the player should ask their opponent politely
to play a bit faster, if the opponent refuses the player should inform a judge already during the game.
Unsporting Conduct
Unsporting conduct will not be tolerated at any time. Tournament participants must behave in a polite and
respectful manner. Unsporting conduct includes, but is not limited to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Engaging in behaviour that could reasonably be expected to create a feeling of being harassed, bullied, or
stalked
Arguing with, acting belligerently towards, or insulting tournament officials, players, captains or
spectators
Violating the personal privacy or safety of any participant, including spectators and staff
Failing to follow the instructions of a judge
Wagering on games (yours or others’) is considered unsporting conduct as it may put the integrity of the
game into question
Bribery is not allowed. Anyone offering or accepting a bribe may be disqualified.

Cheating
When both players have the same level of knowledge of the rules, the situation might occur where a player is
caught cheating. There might be situations where both players are applying the rules incorrectly, because both
players play the rules in the same incorrect way. In this case both players are gaining the same benefit, so nobody
will be considered to be cheating. However, if a player purposefully applies the rules incorrectly to gain a game
advantage and the opponent points this out to the player, but the player does not correct their actions, this might
be considered cheating.
A player is fully responsible to apply all rules and effects of their army, both advantageous and disadvantageous
(e.g. Frenzy, overrun). If a player forgets to apply a rule or effect that would grant the army an advantage, there is
no obligation to backtrack the situation (e.g. forgetting to apply a +1 to hit modifier). If a player forgets to apply a
rule or effect that would grant the army a disadvantage, the situation should be backtracked if possible (e.g.
forgetting to take a Stupidity test).
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Penalties
Bad behaviour may cause a player to be penalised. If the behaviour affects the game you can expect a score
change. Possible penalties for a player are (not limited to):
1. Warning for a player
2. Penalty points for a player
3. Game score change
4. Disqualification of a player
5. Combination of above

Getting Started
Before the game:
1. Make sure the table is clean, and there is no garbage underneath the table. Tidy up if needed.
2. Make sure the Terrain is positioned according to the map on the table.
3. Determine whether you will be using a single set of dice and agree upon which set of dice will be used. In
case of disagreement, call a judge.
4. Introduce your army to your opponent and explain what all the units represent and how these are
equipped.
5. Make sure to write down or use spell cards to mark which spells each of your casters (Wizards or
non-Wizards) know.
6. Make sure to have your Flux Cards, Army List, and Army Book prepared for the game.

Playing the Game
To make sure that the game keeps flowing smoothly, do not demand the possibility of correcting your mistakes
when it is too late (e.g. after a decision by the opposing player has been made or a dice roll or some other random
action has happened). If you forgot to perform a Stomp Attack, to use an item, etc., do not demand to go back to
that situation, if it would change an already made decision or some random action. For example: changing the
position of your Wizard in a unit after drawing the Flux Card is not allowed, but changing its position after saying
“now let’s begin the Magic Phase” is acceptable because no decision has been made and no dice have been rolled.
Markers & Tokens
The use of dice for marking lost or remaining Health Points on models must be avoided. If you are using dice
anyway, you may not use the same dice that you are rolling. Health Points must be marked with unique tokens or
differently sized and/or coloured dice.
Permanent and One Turn spells and other more complex effects (such as Drunkard or Manifestations) must be
marked in a way such that it is clear to both players which effects are in play. The responsibility lies with the
owner of the effect to remove the cards or tokens once the effect leaves play.
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Dice rolls
Players should agree on what dice counts as a cocked dice before unclear situations arise. Discuss this with your
opponent before the game. If no explicit agreements were made, all dice that are not clearly on the Battlefield (of
the respective game) must be rerolled. This includes “everything not on green”, i.e. dice on Terrain, cards, Army
Lists, models, movement trays, etc. are rerolled.
Once a player picks up the dice, they have agreed upon the result. Example: if you reroll a Leadership Test you
automatically agreed that you have failed the first attempt.
When making a dice roll involving many dice, you must give the opponent a chance to see the dice and how many
successful rolls were made. A good way to ensure this is to always remove unsuccessful dice and leaving the
successful dice on the table. Count the successful dice rolls when they are still on the table so that the opponent
can see you are not cheating.
Custom Dice
Some dice use custom symbols to represent results of the '6' symbol, or in rare cases other sides. You can use
such dice on the condition that all custom dice have the special symbol representing the same value.
Weighted Dice
If you suspect your opponent is using weighted dice, you may request that both players use the same set of dice,
either yours or your opponent’s. If you cannot agree on which set of dice to use, factory made standard dice have
priority over custom-made dice (see above).
Movement
Before you move or touch units, make sure both players agree on distances, unit Facings and Lines of Sight the
new placement will cause. Situations might occur where a converted model will be placed facing a different
direction due to how the model is built, so make sure your opponent is aware of the intended facing.
Prior to moving units, their starting positions should be marked so it is easily retraceable how far they are moved
(particularly single model units).
Prior to Swift Reforms, the Centre of the unit should be marked.
Repositioning of a unit is allowed as long as it has not been affected in any meaningful way by later dice rolls (e.g.
march tests of other units), and the original position can be determined. If the position of a unit is changed,
because someone bumps into the table or a player's hand trembles, a player is allowed to correct the position of
the unit, as long as this does not grant the player additional benefits.
All measurements are made from the base of the model, not the movement tray.
Maintaining a legal Unit Spacing between units is the responsibility of the person moving the units, so often the
Active Player. You are responsible for the position of all your units at all times. This means that e.g. if player B
sees, during their Charge Phase, that player A has two units standing too close to each other, they can ask the
player or a judge to separate the units so that there is 1” between them. This can lead to a new Charge being
possible for player B that player A thought was impossible.
Magic
Either a very clear documentation sheet to keep track of all actions in the Magic Phase or the use of proper Veil
Tokens and Flux Cards are mandatory for any games unless both players agree to use an application or similar to
keep track of cards and tokens. Any of these agreements have to be made before the game starts.
In case of not using a documentation sheet, Veil Tokens have to be actual tokens. The use of dice to keep track of
Veil Tokens is prohibited. Flux Cards either have to be actual cards that are drawn from the Flux Card deck or
you can use a D8 to determine the Flux Cards to use while keeping track of them on a documentation sheet or
with the help of actual cards. Flux Cards have to be set up in a way that they are clear and understandable for
both players to avoid misunderstandings and arguments.
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We strongly recommend that each player keeps track of both players’ Veil Tokens and Flux Cards (either with
tokens or a piece of paper) to avoid misunderstandings.
Combat
Calculating Combat Score is often tedious because players do it in many different ways. Players have to agree on
a way to remove losses and keep track of the losses suffered in a combat. Otherwise both players place the dead
models with 1 HP on a free spot on the table. For models with several HP use appropriate tokens.
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Playing at the Tournament
When arriving at the tournament, you will be randomly paired with an opponent in the first round of the
tournament. After this first round and after results have been processed, you will be matched with an opponent
of equal skill or equal luck. The pairing is based on the Swiss System.
Deployment Types  and Secondary Objectives
Deployment Types and Secondary Objectives are randomised as per the T9A Rulebook. For the best gaming
experience we recommend to use maps from the T9A Map Pack.

Finishing the Game
The TO will make sure to have a clear visual, vocal or acoustical countdown of the allowed time per game. You
should not start a new Game Turn unless you are sure that both players will be able to finish their entire Player
Turn, to ensure that both players get an equal number of Player Turns.
After you have played the full six Game Turns, or the time limit has almost been reached (whichever comes first),
it is time to determine the winner. Determine who has achieved the Secondary Objective before removing any
units. Calculate Victory Points in accordance with the rules for Victory Conditions as described in the T9A
Rulebook.
After calculating the scores, hand them over to the TOs and have a deserved break!

Winning the Tournament
When the tournament has come to its end and results have been processed, a winner is determined. The winner
will be calculated based on the total amount of Battle Points, possibly combined with their total score for hobby
points. In the case of a tie, the Battle Points will be used to determine the winner; if there is still a tie, the Victory
Points will be used to determine the winner; if there is still a tie, the winner will be determined by a coin flip.

Spectators
During tournaments there can be a lot of people watching others play, including of course players that are
finished with their own games. Everyone is welcome to spectate a game, but each player has the right to play
their game in peace. So always respect the people playing the game: if they ask you to leave, you have to leave
them alone.
Any communication around the table should always be in a language spoken by both players. You are not
allowed to interfere in the game in any way (e.g. remind people about rules, give hints how to play, remind
players about Secondary Objectives). If you as a spectator spot a mistake committed in a game, talk to the captain
or a judge.
Communication with spectators around the table in other languages than English or a language both
players can understand can be seen as an attempt to cheat.
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Team Tournaments
Team Composition
Each player in a team plays a different valid army. Each Army List is limited to points set by the TO. Each team
can bring coaches according to the rules given by the TO.

Coaches
A coach has certain privileges. Each team can have up to two coaches. If a team does not have a coach, one of the
players may act as one, but only if their game is finished. A coach is allowed to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Give short commands on what to do (but not how to do something).
Perform the pairings.
Consult with each player once during the game up to 3 minutes.
The coach himself replaces a player, once for a consecutive number of games.
Talk with the rival coach to resolve problems that may arise during the games.
Stop a game where a team member plays and get a judge if they spot cheating (or unintended mistakes).

A coach can normally only talk to the players in English or in the mother language of both teams, and only
openly. They are allowed to give generic advice like “play more aggressively”, but not get too specific like “place
that unit here to defend your War Machine”. During a 3-minute timeout they are also allowed to speak in the
language they want to, and they can speak in private or whisper. A coach is not allowed to consult with the same
player more than once in a game, even if the coach did not use the full 3 minutes during the first consultation.
During the tournament, a coach can replace one of the players. The team is not allowed to change their armies,
and the swap can only be made once, although the coach is allowed to swap back to the original player. The coach
can play any number of consecutive games while substituting for the player, but if the original player returns to
play, the coach may not swap with them (or any other player) again.
The role of the coach also has some limitations. The team risks a penalty when the coach:
1. Says how to do something or give tactical advice (except during the 3-minute consultation).
2. Interrupts a game.
3. Violates any of the above rules regarding stalling, cheating, or shows bad behaviour.
4. Hands notes or otherwise communicates with the players in a secretive manner.
A coach should be passive during the game. If both players do not mind that coach chit chats with them, then that
is not a problem. If a player objects to this, however, the coach should cease this activity. As stated at the start of
the document, communication is key to a good gaming atmosphere.

Playing at the Team Tournament
When arriving at the tournament, your team will be randomly paired with an opponent in the first round of the
tournament. After this first round and after results have been processed, your team will be matched with an
opponent of equal skill or equal luck. This will be based on the Swiss System.
To determine which player faces which player during the rounds, a pairing system is being used. Below are
examples for the pairing sequence for a 5-player team and an 8-player team.
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Pairing Sequence 5-Player Team
Step 1 - “The Opening” (first two pairings)
1.
2.
3.

4.

Both team captains select one army from their respective team to put forward to play on table 1 and
place the card for this army face down.
Once both teams have selected an army, turn the cards face up to reveal which armies are chosen.
Both team captains now select two armies from the remaining four of their respective team to face the
opposing army revealed in step 1.2. The armies put forward by each team are kept secret and revealed
at the same time.
Each team captain selects one of the two opposing armies revealed in step 1.3 to play against the
friendly army that they have revealed in step 1.2. The other army card is returned to its own team
captain’s hand, and each team captain has 3 army cards remaining.

Step 2 - “The Showdown” (pairings 3, 4, and 5)
1.
2.

3.

4.

Repeat Step 1.1 and 1.2.
Repeat Step 1.3: both team captains select two armies to play against the army revealed by the opposing
team in Step 2.1. This choice should be fairly easy, because both team captains should have only two
cards remaining in their hands.
Each team captain selects one of the two opposing armies revealed in Step 2.2 to play against the army
that they have revealed in Step 2.1. This will determine the pairings for table 3 and 4 for the round. The
remaining army from each team will play against each other on table 5. The choice of army is kept secret
until both team captains have made their choice.
This step will determine the last three pairings for the round, and your round is completely set up.
Once all pairings are done, randomize which game is played on what table.
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Pairing Sequence 8-Player Team
Step 1 - “The Opening” (first two pairings)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Both team captains select one army from their respective team to put forward to play on table 1 and
place the card for this army face down.
Once both teams have selected an army, turn over the cards to reveal which armies are chosen.
Both team captains now select two armies from the remaining seven to face the opposing army revealed
in the step 1.2. The armies put forward by each team are kept secret and revealed at the same time.
Each team captain selects one of the two opposing armies revealed in step 1.3 to play against the
friendly army that they have revealed in step 1.2. The other army card is returned to its own team
captain’s hand, and each team captain has 6 army cards remaining.

Step 2 - “The Second Opening” (pairings 3 and 4)
1.

Develops exactly as step 1.

Step 3 - “The Showdown” (pairings 5, 6, 7, and 8)
1.
2.

3.

4.

Repeat steps 1.1 and 1.2.
Repeat step 1.3: both team captains select two armies to play against the army revealed by the opposing
team in step 3.1. This choice should be fairly easy, because both team captains should have only one card
remaining in their hands (started with 4, placed 1, and offered 2);
Each team captain simultaneously chooses which one of the opponent’s 2 revealed armies in step 3.2
they want to face their initially placed army (matchups 5 and 6). The other army revealed by the
opponent and not chosen will face the one card left on the team’s hand.
Once all pairings are done, randomize which game is played on what table.

Deployment Types and Secondary Objectives
Deployment Types and Secondary Objectives are either randomised as per the T9A Rulebook or can be
predefined as follows:
● The TO decides which scenario will be played in each individual round by all players, for example by
announcing them before the event or by rolling a dice at the beginning of each round.
● The Deployment Type is predefined per individual map on the table.
For the best gaming experience we recommend to use maps from the T9A Map Pack.

Winning the Team Tournament
When the tournament has come to its end and results have been processed, the winning team is determined. The
winning team will be determined based on the total amount of Battle Points combined with the total score for
potential hobby points. The maximum amount of Battle Points per round is 65/100 and the minimum amount of
battle points per round is 35/60 for 5-/8-player teams.
In the case of a tie, the total “uncapped” Battle Points will be used to determine the winner. If there is still a tie,
the total Victory Points will be used to determine the winner. If there is still a tie, the winner will be determined
by a coin flip.
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